non - coffee selection
CHOCOLATE SHAKE

Php 360

Chocolate topped with whipped cream and chocolate syrup.

VANILLA SHAKE

360

Vanilla milk shake topped with whipped cream
and chocolate syrup.

MILK OREO SHAKE

360

Crushed Oreo cookies loaded on milkshake.

MILK TEA

285

Fresh milk and special tea.

Prices are nett and inclusive of 10% service charge
and applicable government taxes.

Telephone: (632) 8528 3000

ICED ESPRESSO SELECTION
FRAPPE

Php 285

HOT ESPRESSO SELECTION
LONG BLACK

Espresso coffee blended with ice and topped

A smooth coffee that mixes a shot of espresso with

with whipped cream.

hot water, add milk as you please.

ESPRESSO FRAPPE

290

ESPRESSO (Single/Double)

A smooth blend of icy milk and cream mixture with espresso

Small in stature but intense in taste, our perfectly poured

and simple syrup.

espresso packs a mighty punch.

VANILLA ICED COFFEE

360

PHP 257

230/385

CAPPUCCINO

Iced coffee served with scoop of homemade vanilla ice cream,

Traditionally prepared with espresso, hot milk and

blended and topped with whipped cream.

steamed milk foam dusted with cinnamon powder.

MACCHIATO

HAND DRIP COFFEE

240

Meaning “stained” is an espresso with steamed frothy milk,
perfect to enjoy at any time of the day.

HOT COFFEE

CAFFE LATTE

DECAF NOIR

285

Php 305

A sweet and satisfying decaf made from 100 percent organic

285

Simply made with espresso and fresh steamed milk, has a creamy,
velvety layer of milk on the surface. It’s also simply delicious like
drinking milky coffee.

beans with nutty and chocolate notes.

SUMIYAKI

285

Charcoal Roasted Coffee that has a distinct aroma and coffee

MOCHA LATTE

290

Diamond’s rich hot chocolate with added shot of espresso
served with latte art.

flavor from a combination of origins in South America,
particularly in Brazil and Colombia.

CORTADO CUBANO

235

Meaning “cut” a short, rich extraction of “Mocha” coffee beans

LOOSE TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

served with a small amount of smooth, warm, textured milk to
reduce acidity.

Php 290

PICCOLO

285

Made with espresso and fresh steamed and textured milk

A full-bodied strong tea with a sparkling flavor.

with foam on top.

EARL GREY

290

An elegant tea with the sublte flavor of bergamot.

FLAT WHITE

305

Has an even mix of liquid milk and smooth velvety foam so

JASMINE

290

Freshly plucked jasmine petals gives this classic

it feels like drinking an espresso only yummier!

HOT CHOCOLATE

Chinese tea its delicate taste.

Rich milky hot and chocolatey warm treat.

PEPPERMINT

290

An easy to drink, relaxing herbal infusion,
full of freshness with natural menthol.

CHAMOMILE

290

A deliciously wholesome infusion
with the gentle sweetness of chamomile.

Prices are nett and inclusive of 10% service charge
and applicable government taxes.

285

